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In the digital age, how can we offer the hundreds of clients of our publishing company additional, revenue-generating 
services? By creating valuable contents and stories that they can use for their own purposes and channels! And in 
the best case, they might even avail of our own media vehicles to distribute these stories. With the establishment of 
Contentstudio, an independent creative group within the firm, Russmedia Digital is following in the footsteps of other 
smart leading international media groups that have already gone this road.

Businesses, associations, state organisations and entire industries need to communicate – be it to promote their products, 
enhance their image or for purely practical purposes such as recruiting staff or applying for planning permission. 
Contentstudio assists them in getting their message across, by identifying the stories that interest the public, producing 
the necessary scripts and generally spreading the word. Contentstudio has the necessary resources and contacts, and 
makes use of synergies that exist within the Russmedia group (editors, photographers, online marketing, video and social 
media support).

Compared to global media groups and customers, our approach is exactly the same; only the budget differs. Ideally, we 
first create the platforms for the new content (website, social media accounts, blog, corporate media, design thinking 
workshops, events) and then produce the actual content with a view to establishing long-term business relationships 
with our clients. We also follow this approach for the realisation of short-term, event-related campaigns and projects.

This enables us to achieve two income streams: apart from paying for the usual ads, existing Russmedia clients buy 
valuable contents for their promotions and campaigns. For external clients, Contentstudio produces the texts, images and 
videos and distributes them through our own media channels.

The campaigns we wish to highlight here aptly illustrate the range of services and topics we cover:



Task: Identifying and creating contents for international landing pages

Our solution: Series of videos, telling stories of real people in Vorarlberg, showcasing their activities, crafts and skills (e.g. a farmer who 
supplies local restaurants with fresh produce; a carpenter who makes beautiful furniture for the municipal council). These stories need 
no text or subtitles, as the smart script makes sure that the pictures speak for themselves.
About the project

New video concept
Client: Vorarlberg Tourismus

https://www.vorarlberg.travel/made-in-vorarlberg/


Task: Development of new communication strategy following corporate realignment

Our solution: Turning the rather dry topic into a creative challenge by launching a design thinking workshop. Employees including 
management staff were thus invited to reflect on the issue and to come up with viable solutions. The initial workshop enabled us to 
obtain additional contracts.

Design thinking workshop
Client: Raiffeisen Landesbank Vorarlberg



Task: Organisation of closing event of a series of lectures with 600 participants

Our solution: Interactive food market attended by organic producers and chefs. At the outdoor stalls, great food was prepared and 
tasted, and guests had the opportunity to find out more about local organic produce. The event created its own buzz and thus gained 
high media and public attention.

Event as content marketing opportunity
Client: Energieinstitut Vorarlberg



Task: Recruitment drive

Our solution: We created a script telling stories about the company’s team, family business and work. For this purpose, a series of pic-
tures and a video were produced. The stories were published on the regional VOL.AT online platform, using an innovative storytelling 
tool. This campaign was awarded a regional advertising prize in 2017.
About the project

Recruitment through storytelling
Client: Alpla Maschinenbautechnik

http://story.vol.at/alpla/


Task: Promotion of new major training fair in Vorarlberg

Our solution: Dedicated website, social media campaign with its own hashtag and testimonials of two 14-year old students (target 
group) who were involved in preparations for the event as event ambassadors.
About the project

Social media campaign with testimonials
Client: Wirtschaftskammer Vorarlberg 

http://www.i-messe.at/


Task: Food story for company magazine

Our solution: Cooking session with two micro-influencers from the local area. The making-of video was placed in social media, while 
the actual story was published in the magazine.

Influencer marketing
Client: Sutterlüty



Task: Promotion of online mortgage calculation tool

Our solution: Home stories of bank customers who recently purchased their home with a mortgage from the Sparkasse bank. The sto-
ries were placed on the regional VOL.AT online portal.

Native advertising for financial institution 
Client: Vorarlberger Sparkassen



Task: Promotion of image, extension of reach and acquisition of new customers

Our solution: Creation and maintenance of Facebook account with regular updates and personal stories promoting Bevanda products 
and showcasing the group‘s competence.

Community marketing through storytelling 
Client: Bevanda beverage distributor



Task: Marketing campaign for Interactive West, the largest digital conference in the region.

Our solution: Traditional print journal featuring interviews with all speakers and important guests. The journal was distributed as a 
supplement in the „Vorarlberger Nachrichten“, the main local daily paper, thus reaching a large readership. Eye-catching images 
attracted the attention of readers, and the articles were also published on the VOL.AT online platform.

Journal for the largest digital industry event in the region 
Client: Russmedia Digital



Founded in 2016 by Russmedia as a start-up, Contentstudio benefits from the broad experience of the innovative media group with 
more than 100 years in publishing. That is why we can offer customised and personal advice, while our qualified writers, graphic 
designers and media experts launch and accompany campaigns across all channels.

Russmedia Digital GmbH based in Vorarlberg belongs to the global Russmedia Group, the most progressive multi-niche media 
company in Europe. Russmedia Digital GmbH specialises in the development, production and marketing of digital media.
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